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Mathematics

MATHEMATICS AT WORK GRADE 7 is a well-planned series
which allows learners to really make sense of mathematics.

Special features of the Learner’s Book:
• A series of tasks which are difficult enough to stimulate

learners’ thinking, but allowing learners to solve these at their
own pace and in a variety of ways

• Contexts that the learners can understand allows for natural
integration

• Works progressively, in that each activity builds on previous
activities and concepts are frequently revisited (spiral
progression)

• Practical activities where recycled materials (like, straws,
patty paper, etc.) can be used to solve the problems

• Frequent whole-class feedback where individual learners or
groups explain their different methods of solution

• Opportunities for discussion and debate among learners that
include self,  pair and group assessment

The book is accompanied by a Teachers’ Guide. This guide shows
how all the learning outcomes, as well as the critical and
developmental outcomes, are covered in this series.
The Teachers’ Guide is divided into three sections, where the first
section focuses on the curriculum requirements, second section
focuses on teacher support on how to teach concepts and the third
sections consists of answers of activities from the Learners’ Book.

For each activity, the guide provides background information,
suggestions on how to manage the activity, including possible
problems learners may experience and questions for assessment.

grade 7

ISBN Title Authors

978177004402-9 Mathematics at Work Grade 7 A I Olivier • A le Roux • H Murray •
Learner’s Book E Lampen • L Mbane • T van Niekerk

978177004403-6 Mathematics at Work  Grade 7 A I Olivier • A le Roux • H Murray •
Teacher’s Guide E Lampen • L Mbane • T van Niekerk

MATHS IN OUR WORLD GRADE 7
Can you see mathematics in nature and in your home?

How did ancient tribes count?

What do monster machines have to do with algebra?

Maths in our World series takes mathematics out of of the
classroom and puts it back where it belongs – back into
your everyday life! Maths in Our World Grade 7 Learners’
Book has continued the tradition and bringing you more
maths even from African tribes.

Captions of activities are drawn from contexts that all
learners can identify with. The book has been written in
easy to understand language and has followed all the
principles as required by the National Curriculum
Statements (NCS).

The following are important features of this Learners’ Book:
• The contents page which shows exactly what content is in the book and the

Learning Outcomes where the content is found
• Mind maps are displayed at the beginning of the unit to show what each unit

contains
• Outcomes are displayed at the beginning of the unit in a table format which also

serves as a self assessment tool for learners to check their progress
• The “Let’s look back” feature in the book provides learners with opportunities to

revise what will be needed to understand the new concepts in the units
• The book has investigations and projects for learners to extend their knowledge

of what they have learnt in the classroom.

The Learners’ Book is accompanied by a Teachers’ Guide which guides teachers
through notes and overview of units and activities on what to expect from learners’
responses and how to do remedial where necessary. In the Teachers’ Guide also
grading of activities according to their level of difficulty is explained.

ISBN Title Authors

978177004516-3 Maths in our World Grade 7 E Smallbones • S Smit •
Learner’s Book B Maphumulo

978177004517-0 Maths in our World Grade 7 E Smallbones • S Smit •
Teacher’s Guide B Maphumulo

Back to Contents page2
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Mathematics

MATHEMATICS FOR THE NEW NATION has been designed according to
the National Statements (NCS) and has followed a learner-centred
approach.

Mathematics for the New Nation has the following as its strong features:
• Critical and Developmental Outcomes addressed through activities
• Learning Outcomes and assessment standards that are addressed in

real life contexts
• Visible integration with other Learning Areas
• Wide coverage of different assessment strategies such as self, peer

and teacher assessment.
• There are projects to emphasise the applications of concepts learned.
• All learners are treated equally and their diversities are well catered

for

The book is accompanied by a Teachers’ Guide, with ideas on how to
teach the content using contexts relevant to learners’ real life situations
and strategies on how to teach and assess learners with learning
barriers without compromising
the quality of teaching and
learning.

The authors of this book are
highly involved in mathematics
education and have experience
in curriculum implementation.

LEARNING STATION MATHEMATICS GRADE 7
Learning Station Mathematics Grade 7 Learners Book, is an interactive book that draws on
the real life experience of learner’s and is made accessible as it is written in simple
language. This book is the first in a series which covers this phase. The learning out-
comes and assessment standards covered in every unit of the Learners’ Book are
presented in bullet form and written in simple learner friendly language.

This book is also written in line with the principles of the National Curriculum
Statements and consists of the following unique features:
• Games at the beginning of some units in order to engage learners in learning, and

serves as a reminder of other concepts previously learned which they will need as
background in learning the new concepts;

• Example activities at the beginning of some units which will help learners to explore
important mathematical reflections in some units to summarise and assess what has
been learned;

• Different learning strategies are included to maximize  the inclusion and participants
of all learners in the learners to assess their own progress.

This book should be used in conjunction with the Teacher’s Guide which has suggested
assessment tools and techniques to assist teachers. The Teacher’s Guide also has a year
plan on how to use this book and offers possible solutions to all the workbook
activities.

grade 7

ISBN Title Authors

978177004228-5 Learning Station Mathematics Grade 7 Learner’s Book M Graven • P Jonathan

978177004229-2 Learning Station Mathematics Grade 7 Teacher’s Guide M Graven • P Jonathan

978177004449-4 Leerstasie Wiskunde Graad 7 Leerderboek M Graven • P Jonathan

978177004450-0 Leerstasie Wiskunde Graad 7 Onderwysersgids M Graven • P Jonathan

978177004888-1 Learning Station Senior Phase Learning Programmes, Work Scehdules and Lesson Plans

978177004889-8 Leerstasie Senior Fase Leerprogramme, Werkskedules en Lesplanne

This series is also
available in Afrikaans.

ISBN Title Authors

978177004518-7 Mathematics for the New Nation W Colyn • J Philander •
Grade 7 Learner’s Book M Nkungu • N Qwele

978177004519-4 Mathematics for the New Nation W Colyn • J Philander •
Grade 7 Teacher’s Guide M Nkungu • N Qwele

Back to Contents page3

LEARNING STATION PLANNING AND ASSESSMENT TOOLS
This guide is a planning tool to assist you, the teacher, with all the planning
teachers are expected to do in a year. It serves only as a guide, and should
not be seen as the only way planning can take place. There are many ways to
fulfil the planning requirements set out by the department of Education, but
this guide is based on the Learning Programme Guidelines published by the
DoE in 2004.

This planning tool will help you, as teacher, with the planning of your
Learning Programme for this year. It will:
• Give you the Learning Programme for Grades 7-9, bases on the Learning

Station series;
• Give you the Work Schedules for the senior phase Learning Station series;
• Give you an example of a Lesson Plan, based on activities in the Learning Station

series; and
• Give you a lesson plan that you may photocopy and complete for your teacher’s portfolio.



Mathematics

MATHEMATICS AT WORK GRADE 8 is a well-planned series
which allows learners to really make sense of mathematics.

Special features of the Learner’s Book:
• A series of tasks which are difficult enough to stimulate

learners’ thinking, but allowing learners to solve these at their
own pace and in a variety of ways

• Contexts that the learners can understand allows for natural
integration

• Works progressively, in that each activity builds on previous
activities and concepts are frequently revisited (spiral
progression)

• Practical activities where recycled materials (like, straws,
patty paper, etc.) can be used to solve the problems

• Frequent whole-class feedback where individual learners or
groups explain their different methods of solution

• Opportunities for discussion and debate among learners that
include self,  pair and group assessment

The book is accompanied by a Teachers’ Guide. This guide shows
how all the learning outcomes, as well as the critical and
developmental outcomes, are covered in this series.
The Teachers’ Guide is divided into three sections, where the first
section focuses on the curriculum requirements, second section
focuses on teacher support on how to teach concepts and the third
sections consists of answers of activities from the Learners’ Book.

For each activity, the guide provides background information,
suggestions on how to manage the activity, including possible
problems learners may experience and questions for assessment.

grade 8

ISBN Title Authors

978177004479-1 Mathematics at Work Grade 8 A Olivier • A le Roux •
Learner’s Book H Murray • T van Niekerk

978177004480-7 Mathematics at Work  Grade 8 A Olivier • A le Roux •
Teacher’s Guide H Murray • T van Niekerk

MATHS IN OUR WORLD GRADE 8
Can you see mathematics in nature and in your home?
How did ancient tribes count?
What do monster machines have to do with algebra?

Maths in our World series takes mathematics out of of the
classroom and puts it back where it belongs – back into
your everyday life! Maths in Our World grade 8 Learners’
Book has continued the tradition and bringing you more
maths even from African tribes.

Captions of activities are drawn from contexts that all
learners can identify with. The book has been written in
easy to understand language and has followed all the
principles as required by the National Curriculum
Statements (NCS).

The following are important features of this Learners’ Book:
• The contents page which shows exactly what content

is in the book and the Learning Outcomes where the
content is found

• Mind maps are displayed at the beginning of the unit to show what each unit
contains

• Outcomes are displayed at the beginning of the unit in a table format which also
serves as a self assessment tool for learners to check their progress

• The “Let’s look back” feature in the book provides learners with opportunities to
revise what will be needed to understand the new concepts in the units

• The book has investigations and projects for learners to extend their knowledge
of what they have learnt in the classroom.

The Learners’ Book is accompanied by a Teachers’ Guide which guides teachers
through notes and overview of units and activities on what to expect from learners’
responses and how to do remedial where necessary. In the Teachers’ Guide also
grading of activities according to their level of difficulty is explained.

ISBN Title Authors

978177004481-4 Maths in our World Grade 8 E Smallbones • S Smit •
Learner’s Book B Maphumulo

978177004482-1 Maths in our World Grade 8 E Smallbones • S Smit •
Teacher’s Guide B Maphumulo

Back to Contents page4



Mathematics

MATHEMATICS FOR THE NEW NATION has been designed according to
the National Statements (NCS) and has followed a learner-centred
approach.

Mathematics for the New Nation has the following as its strong features:
• Critical and Developmental Outcomes addressed through activities
• Learning Outcomes and assessment standards that are addressed in

real life contexts
• Visible integration with other Learning Areas
• Wide coverage of different assessment strategies such as self, peer

and teacher assessment.
• There are projects to emphasise the applications of concepts learned.
• All learners are treated equally and their diversities are well catered

for

The book is accompanied by a Teachers’ Guide, with ideas on how to
teach the content using contexts relevant to learners’ real life situations
and strategies on how to teach
and assess learners with
learning barriers without
compromising the quality of
teaching and learning.

The authors of this book are
highly involved in mathematics
education and have experience
in curriculum implementation.

LEARNING STATION MATHEMATICS GRADE 8
Learning Station Mathematics Grade 8 Learners Book, is an interactive book that draws on
the real life experience of learner’s and is made accessible as it is written in simple
language. This book is the second in a series which covers this phase. The learning
outcomes and assessment standards covered in every unit of the Learners’ Book are
presented in bullet form and written in simple learner friendly language.

This book is also written in line with the principles of the National Curriculum
Statements and consists of the following unique features:
• Games at the beginning of some units in order to engage learners in learning, and

serves as a reminder of other concepts previously learned which they will need as
background in learning the new concepts;

• Example activities at the beginning of some units which will help learners to explore
important mathematical reflections in some units to summarise and assess what has
been learned;

• Different learning strategies are included to maximize  the inclusion and participants
of all learners in the learners to assess their own progress.

This book should be used in conjunction with the Teacher’s Guide which has suggested
assessment tools and techniques to assist teachers. The Teacher’s Guide also has a year
plan on how to use this book and offers possible solutions to all the workbook activities.

grade 8

ISBN Title Authors

978177004475-3 Learning Station Mathematics Grade 8 Learner’s Book H Atunes • M Setati • L Schalekamp

978177004476-0 Learning Station Mathematics Grade 8 Teacher’s Guide H Atunes • M Setati • L Schalekamp

978177004477-7 Leerstasie Wiskunde Graad 8 Leerderboek H Atunes • M Setati • L Schalekamp

978177004478-4 Leerstasie Wiskunde Graad 8 Onderwysersgids H Atunes • M Setati • L Schalekamp

978177004888-1 Learning Station Senior Phase Learning Programmes, Work Scehdules and Lesson Plans

978177004889-8 Leerstasie Senior Fase Leerprogramme, Werkskedules en Lesplanne

This series is also
available in Afrikaans.

ISBN Title Authors

978177004483-8 Mathematics for the New Nation W Colyn • J Philander •
Grade 8 Learner’s Book N Qwele

978177004484-5 Mathematics for the New Nation W Colyn • J Philander •
Grade 8 Teacher’s Guide N Qwele

Back to Contents page5

Learning Station Planning and Assessment Tools
This guide is a planning tool to assist you, the teacher, with all the planning
teachers are expected to do in a year. It serves only as a guide, and should not
be seen as the only way planning can take place. There are many ways to fulfil
the planning requirements set out by the department of Education, but this
guide is based on the Learning Programme Guidelines published by the DoE in
2004.

This planning tool will help you, as teacher, with the planning of your Learning
Programme for this year. It will:
• Give you the Learning Programme for Grades 7-9, bases on the Learning

Station series;
• Give you the Work Schedules for the senior phase Learning Station series;
• Give you an example of a Lesson Plan, based on activities in the Learning Station

series; and
• Give you a lesson plan that you may photocopy and complete for your teacher’s portfolio.



Mathematics

MATHEMATICS AT WORK GRADE 9
Mathematics at work Grade 9 is a well-planned series which
allows learners to really make sense of mathematics.

Special features of the Learner’s Book:
• A series of tasks which are difficult enough to stimulate

learner’s thinking, but allowing learners to solve these at
their own pace and in a variety ways

• Contexts that the learners can understood allows for natural
integration

• Works progressively, in that each activity builds on previous
activities and concepts are frequently revisited (spiral
progression)

• Practical activities where recycled materials (like, straws,
patty paper, etc.) can be used to solve the problems

• Frequent whole-class feedback where individual learners or
groups explain their different methods of solution

• Opportunities for discussion and debate among learners that
include self, pair and group assessment.

The book is accompanied by a Teachers’ Guide.  This guide shows
how all the learning outcomes, as well as the critical and
developmental outcomes, are covered in this series.

grade 9

ISBN Title Authors

978177004741-9 Mathematics at Work Grade 9 A Olivier • E Lampen •
Learner’s Book A le Roux • H Murray •

T van Niekerk

978177004742-6 Mathematics at Work  Grade 9 A Olivier • E Lampen •
Teacher’s Guide A le Roux • H Murray •

T van Niekerk

MATHS IN OUR WORLD GRADE 9
Can you see mathematics in nature and in your home?
How did ancient tribes count
What do monster machines have to do with algebra?

Maths in our World series takes mathematics out of the
classroom and puts it back where it belongs – back into your
everyday life! Maths in our World Grade 9 Learner’s Book has
continued the tradition and bringing you more maths even
from African tribes.

Captions of activities are drawn from contexts that all
learners can identify with. The book has been written in
easy to understand language and has followed all the
principles as required by the National Curriculum
Statements (NCS)

The following are important features of this Learner’s Book:
• The contents page which shows exactly what content is

in the book and the Learning Outcomes where the
contents is found

• Mind maps are displayed at the beginning of the unit to show what each unit
contains

• Outcomes are displayed at the beginning of the unit in a tables format which
also serves as a self assessment tool for learners to check their progress

• The “ Lets look back “ feature in the book provides learners with opportunities to
revise what will be needed to understand the new concepts in the units

• The book has investigations and projects for learners to extend their knowledge
of what they have learnt in the classroom.

The Learner’s Book is accompanied by a Teacher’s Guide which guides teachers
through notes and overview of units and activities on what expect from learner’s
responses and how to do remedial where necessary. In the Teacher’s Guide also
grading of activities according to their level of difficulty is explained.

ISBN Title Authors

978177004743-3 Maths in our World Grade 9 B Maphumulo • D Katz •
Learner’s Book S Smit • E Smallbones

978177004744-0 Maths in our World Grade 9 B Maphumulo • D Katz •
Teacher’s Guide S Smit • E Smallbones

Back to Contents page

The Teachers’ Guide is divided into three sections, where the first section focuses on the curricu-
lum requirements, second section focuses on teacher support on how to teach concepts and the
third sections consists of answers of activities from the Learners’ Book.

For each activity, the guide provides background information, suggestions on how to manage
the activity, including possible problems learners may experience and questions for assessment.
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Mathematics

MATHEMATICS FOR THE NEW NATION has been
designed according to the National Statements (NCS)
and has followed a learner-centred approach.

Mathematics for the New Nation has the following as its
strong features:
• Critical and Developmental Outcomes addressed

through activities
• Learning Outcomes and assessment

standards that are addressed in real life
contexts

• Visible integration with other Learning
Areas

• Wide coverage of different assessment
strategies such as self, peer and teacher
assessment.

• There are projects to emphasise the applica-
tions of concepts learned.

• All learners are treated equally and their diversi-
ties are well catered for

The book is accompanied by a Teachers’ Guide, with
ideas on how to teach the content using contexts
relevant to learners’ real life situations and strategies on how to teach and assess learners with
learning barriers without compromising the quality of teaching and learning.

The authors of this book are highly involved in mathematics education and have experience in
curriculum implementation.

MATHEMATICS – EXTRA MATHS PROBLEMS
Mathematics for the New Nation has the following as its strong features:
• Critical and developmental outcomes addressed through activities
• Learning outcomes and assessment standards that are addressed in real life contexts
• Visible intergration with other learning areas.
• Wide coverage of different assessment strategies such as self peer and teacher assessment.
• There are projects to emphasis the applications of concepts learned.
• All learners are treated equally and their diversities are well catered for

grade 9

This series is also
available in Afrikaans.

ISBN Title Authors

978177004745-7 Mathematics for the New Nation N Qwele • S Mabizela •
Grade 9 Learner’s Book J Magidi • N Mayathula

978177004746-4 Mathematics for the New Nation N Qwele • S Mabizela •
Grade 9 Teacher’s Guide J Magidi • N Mayathula

978177004778-5 Mathematics for the New Nation W Colyn • J Philander
Grade 9 Extra Maths Problems

Back to Contents page7

LEARNING STATION MATHEMATICS GRADE 9
Learning Station Mathematics Grade 9 Learner’s Book, is an interactive book
that draws on the real life experience of learner’s and is made accessible
as it is written in simple language. This book is the third in a series which
covers this phase. The learning outcomes and assessment standards
covered in every unit of the Learners’ Book are presented in bullet form
and written in simple learner friendly language.

This book is also written in line with the principles of the National
Curriculum Statements and consists of the following unique features:
• Games at the beginning of some units in order to engage learners in

learning, and serves as a reminder of other concepts previously learned
which they will need as background in learning the new concepts;

• Examples activities at the beginning of some units which will help
learners to explore important mathematical reflections in some units
to summarise and assess what has been learned;

• Different learning strategies are included to maximize  the inclusion
and participants of all learners in the learners to assess their own
progress.

This book should be used in conjunction with the Teacher’s Guide which has suggested
assessment tools and techniques to assist teachers. The Teacher’s Guide also has a year
plan on how to use this book and offers possible solutions to all the workbook activities.

ISBN Title Authors

978177004737-2 Learning Station Mathematics Grade 9 Learner’s Book H Antunes • L Schalekamp

978177004738-9 Learning Station Mathematics Grade 9 Teacher’s Guide H Antunes • L Schalekamp

978177004739-6 Leerstasie Wiskunde Graad 9 Leerderboek H Antunes • L Schalekamp

978177004740-2 Leerstasie Wiskunde Graad 9 Onderwysersgids H Antunes • L Schalekamp

978141540004-3 Learning Station Mathematics Grade 9 M Bowie • E Llewellyn •
Learner’s Portfolio and Programme of Assessment H Atunes • L Schalekamp

978141540013-5 Learning Station Mathematics Grade 9 M Bowie • E Llewellyn •
Learner’s Portfolio and Programme of Assessment H Atunes • L Schalekamp

978177004888-1 Learning Station Senior Phase Learning Programmes, Work Scehdules and Lesson Plans

978177004889-8 Leerstasie Senior Fase Leerprogramme, Werkskedules en Lesplanne

LEARNING STATION MATHEMATICS LEARNER’S PORTFOLIO is designed to make your life easier. You can present this
book as your Learner’s Portfolio! It will help you organise, manage and present your assessment portfolio by providing:
• An assessment programme and work schedule
• Assessment instruments designed for each task to record your achievements
• Space for recording your own evaluation of your progress (self-assessment)

There is also the LEARNING STATION MATHEMATICS TEACHER’S PORTFOLIO which
can be used to record learners’assessment records. It has the following features:
• Assessment tasks taken from the Learning Station Mathematics Grade 9

Learner’s Book
• Templates for calculating learner’s mark for each assessed task
• Templated for recording, documenting and reporting assessment evidence.



Mathematics
grade 10

Back to Contents page

OBE for FET MATHEMATICS GRADE 10
The OBE for FET Mathematics series is based on the National Curriculum
Statement.  The series makes learning and teaching Mathematics an
enjoyable and educational experience for both learners and teachers.  It
helps to take the threat out of the subject with activities that are exciting
and practically oriented, linked to the world of the learners wherever
possible and designed to show how mathematical concepts can be
applied in everyday life.

The grade 10 Learner’s Book builds a firm bridge for the work that is to
come in later grades.  It provides opportunities for learners to learn from
each other, and stimulates critical and creative thinking about pressing
social and environmental issues that play a role in learners’ lives, as well as
about mathematical methods.

Special features include:
• Summaries of important facts or theorems throughout.
• Useful tips to remember.
• Checking your progress – a set of revision activities at the end of each

unit.
• Self-assessment – a table where you plot your own progress.
• Answers to Learner’s Book questions are given in the Teacher’s Guide.
• Mathslink, a FET Maths tutorial company, is one of the authors and

have provided valuable expertise regarding the strengthening of
important maths skills.

A Teacher’s Guide accompanies the Learner’s Book, with ideas on how to teach the content using
contexts relevant to learner’s real life situations and strategies on how to teach and assess learners with
learning barriers without compromising the quality of teaching and learning.  Answers to Learner’s Book
questions are given in the Teacher’s Guide.

Mathematical Literacy
grade 10

8

ISBN Title Authors

978177004434-0 OBE for FET Mathematics Grade 10 Mathslink • H C de Wet •
Learner’s Book L E Raubenheimer

978062503456-7 OBE for FET Mathematics Grade 10 Mathslink • H C de Wet •
Teacher’s Guide L E Raubenheimer

978062503460-4 UGO vir VOO Wiskunde Graad 10 Mathslink • H C de Wet •
Leerderboek L E Raubenheimer

978062503461-1 UGO vir VOO Wiskunde Graad 10 Mathslink • H C de Wet •
Onderwsyersgids L E Raubenheimer

ISBN Title Authors

978062503252-5 OBE for FET Mathematical Literacy C. Vermeulen • J de Vries • D Main •
Grade 10 Learner’s Book D Mdlalose • E Smallbones

978062503253-2 OBE for FET Mathematical Literacy C. Vermeulen • J de Vries • D Main •
Grade 10 Teacher’s Guide D Mdlalose • E Smallbones

978062503274-7 UGO vir VOO Wiskundige Geletterdheid C. Vermeulen • J de Vries • D Main •
Graad 10 Leerderboek D Mdlalose • E Smallbones

978062503280-8 UGO vir VOO Wiskundige Geletterdheid C. Vermeulen • J de Vries • D Main •
Graad 10 Onderwsyersgids D Mdlalose • E Smallbones

OBE FOR FET MATHEMATICAL LITERACY GRADE 10
“Knowledge sets you free – it gives you wings to fly and reach heights you would
not have reached otherwise.”

Mathematical Literacy for Grade 10 (OBE for FET) has been compiled by an
experienced team that is passionate about mathematics and about helping the
learner to become maths literate.

This practical textbook guides learners through applicable mathematical
concepts in a non-threatening, informative way. They are assisted to acquire
usable skills for managing themselves
• in everyday life;
• in the workplace, and
• in society.

The user-friendly, communicative text is further supported by relevant graphics
and specially selected illustrations. Added information to broaden the learners’
understanding is presented in the form of technical tips, hints, interesting facts
and a complete word bank.

The 19 units explain and revise important concepts by way of activities based on
real-life contexts that integrate with other Learning Areas and with concepts
encountered in earlier years. These activities are aimed at the development,
application, investigation and assessment of knowledge.

This series is also
available in Afrikaans.

This textbook meets the requirements of the curriculum and the National Curriculum Statements. The
outcomes to be achieved in each module are given to track the learners’ progress. In addition, different
cultures are represented in the text and several disabilities are catered for.

Educators will find the accompanying Teacher’s Guide to be a valuable asset for planning, teaching, doing
remedial work, and assessing.



Mathematics
grade 11
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This series is also
available in Afrikaans.

NEW MODERN GRADED MATHEMATICS series has been revised
to meet the standards of the National Curriculum Statements
(NCS). New Modern Graded Mathematics grade 11 Learners’ Book
has the following features:
• Transparencies to aid teaching of mathematics and present

visual information to learners
• The book is divided into five chapters which makes learning

mathematics easy where chapter 1 deals with LO1, chapter 2
deals with LO2, chapter 3 and 4 deal with LO3 and chapter5
deals with LO4.

• Worked examples at the beginning of activities have been
provided for a better comprehension of mathematical
concepts and to promote independency in learners

• Activities have been developed to cover the Skills, Knowl-
edge, Values and Attitudes

• At the end of each unit learners are given an opportunity to
assess their performance and are given advises on what to
do should they not be satisfied with their progress

• Important facts and new information is printed in frames
• Answers are provided at the end of the book for learners to

ISBN Title Authors

978177004697-9 New Modern Graded Mathematics Dr. Satsope Maoto •
Grade 11 Learner’s Book Dr. Kabelo Chuene •

978177004698-6 New Modern Graded Mathematics Dr.Kwena Masha •
Grade 11 Teacher’s Guide Dr.Mathume Bopape •

BEST • CASME

OBE FOR FET MATHEMATICS GRADE 11 offers an exciting and
innovative approach to Mathematics.
• New concepts are dealt with in “minds-on” (knowledge),

“hands-on” (skills) and “hearts-on” (attitudes and values) ways
• Detailed explanations, worked examples, summaries and a

glossary of terms to explain new and difficult Mathematical
terms are included

• Revision and self discovery in group, pair and individual
projects and activities are incorporated, learners are guided
to experience the practical real-life application of
mathematics

• Checking my progress and Self assessment features, in each
Unit, allow learners to evaluate, assess and improve their
performance before moving on to new concepts

• Stimulating and interesting Brain Teasers, as well as For a
challenge extension activities are included throughout the text

The accompanying Teacher’s Guide offers a broad overview of each
Module, useful teaching tips, assessment guidance, and possible answers.
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ISBN Title Authors

978177004491-3 OBE for FET Mathematics Grade 11 L Raubenheimer • H C de Wet •
Learner’s Book M de Jager

978177004492-0 OBE for FET Mathematics Grade 11 L Raubenheimer • H C de Wet •
Teacher’s Guide M de Jager

978177004852-2 UGO vir VOO Wiskunde Graad 11 L Raubenheimer • H C de Wet •
Leerderboek M de Jager

978177004853-9 UGO vir VOO Wiskunde Graad 11 L Raubenheimer • H C de Wet •
Onderwsyersgids M de Jager

978177004977-2 OBE for FET Mathematics Grade 11 M Bowie et al.
Learner’s Portfolio and Programme of Assessment

978177004991-8 OBE for FET Mathematics Grade 11 M Bowie et al.
Teacher’s Portfolio and Programme of Assessment

OBE FOR FET MATHEMATICS LEARNER’S PORTFOLIO is designed to make your life easier. You can
present this book as your Learner’s Portfolio! It will help you organise, manage and present your
assessment portfolio by providing:
• An assessment programme and work schedule
• Assessment instruments designed for each task to record your achievements
• Space for recording your own evaluation of your progress (self-assessment)

There is also the OBE FOR FET MATHEMATICS TEACHER’S PORTFOLIO which can be used to record
learners’assessment records. It has the following features:
• Assessment tasks taken from the OBE For FET Mathematics Grade 11Learner’s Book
• Templates for calculating learner’s mark for each assessed task
• Templated for recording, documenting and reporting assessment evidence.

check their solutions without having to wait for the teacher
• Projects are provided for learners to extend their knowledge of mathematics learned

The authors Dr. Satsope Maoto, Dr. Kabelo Chuene, Dr.Kwena Masha and Dr.Mathume
Bopape are well known in mathematics circles throughout the country for their contribu-
tion in learner and teacher development projects in Mathematics. BEST as the co-authors
of this book are an organization that is involved in Mathematics and Science education as
a means to increase the quantity and quality of Engineers in South Africa. Another
organization that co-authored in this book is CASME, which had stood a test of time in
Mathematics and Science teacher development.

The Learners’ Book is accompanied by a Teachers’ Guide which has tips for the teacher on
how to teach concepts especially concepts on Data Handling.



Mathematical Literacy
grade 11
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OBE FOR FET MATHEMATICAL LITERACY GRADE 11
“Knowledge sets you free – it gives you wings to fly and reach heights you would not have reached
otherwise.”

Mathematical Literacy for Grade 11 (OBE for FET) has been compiled by an experienced team that is
passionate about mathematics and about helping the learner to become maths literate.

This practical textbook guides learners through applicable mathematical concepts in a non-threaten-
ing, informative way. They are assisted to acquire usable skills for managing themselves
• in everyday life;
• in the workplace, and
• in society.

The user-friendly, communicative text is further supported by relevant graphics and specially selected
illustrations. Added information to broaden the learners’ understanding is presented in the form of
technical tips, hints, interesting facts and a complete word bank.

The 19 units explain and revise important concepts by way of activities based on real-life contexts that
integrate with other Learning Areas and with concepts encountered in earlier years. These activities are
aimed at the development, application, investigation and assessment of knowledge.

This textbook meets the requirements of the curriculum
and the National Curriculum Statements. The outcomes to
be achieved in each module are given to track the learners’
progress. In addition, different cultures are represented in
the text and several disabilities are catered for.

Educators will find the accompanying Teacher’s Guide to be
a valuable asset for planning, teaching, doing remedial
work, and assessing.

This Teacher’s Guide is to be used in conjunction with the Learner’s Book, which is a dynamic and very
practical textbook. (The Learner’s Book applies relevant mathematical concepts to over 100
real-life situations and themes in an informative yet non-threatening way.)

In the Teacher’s Guide, the teacher is introduced to the FET curriculum, and the teaching of Math-
ematical Literacy is reviewed. This is followed by detailed guidance on assessment in this subject.
Next, the discussion of each of the 19 units includes:

• Suggestions as to individual, pair or group work • Answers to all activities
• Teaching guidelines • Unit Outcomes and Learning Outcomes
• Assessment and Assessment Standards • Resources and equipment
• Links to Critical and Developmental Outcomes • Solutions to possible barriers to learning
• Career links

The activities are aimed at developing, applying, investigating and assessing both new and prior
knowledge.

The book also contains a year plan, four term tests and their memoranda, a complete glossary and a
formula sheet.
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This series is also
available in Afrikaans.

ISBN Title Authors

978177004282-7 OBE for FET Mathematical Literacy Grade 11 Learner’s Book C Vermeulen • J de Vries • D Main • D Mdlalose

978177004283-4 OBE for FET Mathematical Literacy Grade 11 Teacher’s Guide C Vermeulen • J de Vries • D Main • D Mdlalose

978177004284-1 UGO vir VOO Wiskundige Geletterdheid Graad 11 Leerderboek C Vermeulen • J de Vries • D Main • D Mdlalose

978177004285-8 UGO vir VOO Wiskundige Geletterdheid Graad 11 Onderwsyersgids C Vermeulen • J de Vries • D Main • D Mdlalose

978177004978-9 OBE for FET Mathematical Literacy Grade 11 Learner’s Portfolio and Programme of Assessment M Bowie et al.

978177004992-5 OBE for FET Mathematical Literacy Grade 11 Teacher’s Portfolio and Programme of Assessment M Bowie et al.

OBE FOR FET MATHEMATICAL LITERACY LEARNER’S PORTFOLIO is
designed to make your life easier. You can present this book as your
Learner’s Portfolio! It will help you organise, manage and present your
assessment portfolio by providing:
• An assessment programme and work schedule
• Assessment instruments designed for each task to record your

achievements
• Space for recording your own evaluation of your progress (self-

assessment)

There is also the OBE FOR FET MATHEMATICAL LITERACY TEACHER’S
PORTFOLIO which can be used to record learners’assessment records. It has the following features:
• Assessment tasks taken from the OBE For FET Mathematical Literacy Grade 11 Learner’s Book

• Templates for calculating learner’s mark for each assessed task

• Templated for recording, documenting and reporting assessment evidence.



Mathematics

OBE FOR FET MATHEMATICS GRADE 12 offers an
exciting and innovative approach to Mathematics.

grade 12
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NEW MODERN GRADED MATHEMATICS
series has been revised to meet the stand-
ards of the National Curriculum Statements
(NCS). New Modern Graded Mathematics
Grade 12 Learners’ Book has the following
features:
• We have added an exciting feature:

Examination preparation!
• The book is divided into five chapters

which makes learning mathematics easy
where chapter 1 deals with LO1, chapter
2 deals with LO2, chapter 3 and 4 deal
with LO3 and chapter5 deals with LO4.

• Worked examples at the beginning of
activities have been provided for a better
comprehension of mathematical
concepts and to promote independency
in learners

• Activities have been developed to cover
the Skills, Knowledge, Values and Attitudes

• At the end of each unit learners are given an opportunity to assess their perform-
ance and are given advises on what to do should they not be satisfied with their
progress

• Important facts and new information is printed in frames
• Answers are provided at the end of the book for learners to check their solutions

without having to wait for the teacher
• Projects are provided for learners to extend their knowledge of mathematics

learned

The authors Dr. Satsope Maoto, Dr. Kabelo Chuene, Dr. Kwena Masha and Dr. Mathume
Bopape are well known in mathematics circles throughout the country for their
contribution in learner and teacher development projects in Mathematics. Umnotho
Achievers as the co-authors of this book are an organization that is involved in
Mathematics and Science development to improve the teaching and learning of these
subjects in South Africa. Their special focus is on youth development.

The Learners’ Book is accompanied by a Teachers’ Guide which has tips for the teacher
on how to teach concepts especially concepts on Data Handling.

 
• New concepts are dealt with in “minds-on” (knowledge), “hands-on”

(skills) and “hearts-on” (attitudes and values) ways
• Detailed explanations, worked examples, summaries and a glossary of

terms to explain new and difficult Mathematical terms are included
• Revision and self discovery in group, pair and individual projects and

activities are incorporated, learners are guided to experience the
practical real-life application of mathematics

• Checking my progress and Self assessment features, in each Unit, allow
learners to evaluate, assess and improve their performance before
moving on to new concepts

• Stimulating and interesting Brain Teasers, as well as For a challenge
extension activities are included throughout the text

The accompanying Teacher’s Guide offers a broad overview of each Module,
useful teaching tips, assessment guidance, and possible answers.
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ISBN Title Authors

978-1-77004-699-2 New Modern Graded Mathematics Dr. Satsope Maoto •
Grade 12 Learner’s Book Dr. Kabelo Chuene •

978-1-77004-700-6 New Modern Graded Mathematics Dr. Kwena Masha •
Grade 12 Teacher’s Guide Dr. Mathume Bopape

Umnotho Achievers • CASME

ISBN Title Authors

978177004848-5 OBE for FET Mathematics Grade 12 Learner’s Book C de Wet • L Raubenheimer • J Magidi

978177004849-2 OBE for FET Mathematics Grade 12 Teacher’s Guide C de Wet • L Raubenheimer • J Magidi

978177004850-8 UGO vir VOO Wiskunde Graad 12 Leerderboek C de Wet • L Raubenheimer • J Magidi

978177004851-5 UGO vir VOO Wiskunde Graad 12 Onderwsyersgids C de Wet • L Raubenheimer • J Magidi

978141540232-0 OBE for FET Mathematics Grade 12 M Bowie • E L Llewellyn • H C de Wet
Learner’s Portfolio and Programme of Assessment

978141540233-7 OBE for FET Mathematics Grade 12 M Bowie • E L Llewellyn • H C de Wet
Teacher’s Portfolio and Programme of Assessment

OBE FOR FET MATHEMATICS LEARNER’S PORTFOLIO is designed to make your life easier. You can present this book as
your Learner’s Portfolio! It will help you organise, manage and present your assessment portfolio by providing:
• An assessment programme and work schedule
• Assessment instruments designed for each task to record your achievements
• Space for recording your own evaluation of your progress (self-assessment)

There is also the OBE FOR FET MATHEMATICS TEACHER’S PORTFOLIO which can be used to
record learners’assessment records. It has the following features:
• Assessment tasks taken from the OBE For FET Mathematics Grade 12 Learner’s Book
• Templates for calculating learner’s mark for each assessed task
• Templated for recording, documenting and reporting assessment evidence.

This series is also
available in Afrikaans.



Mathematical Literacy

OBE FOR FET MATHEMATICAL LITERACY GRADE 12
“Knowledge sets you free – it gives you wings to fly and reach heights you would not
have reached otherwise.”

Mathematical Literacy for Grade 12 (OBE for FET) has been compiled by an experienced team that is
passionate about mathematics and about helping the learner to become maths literate.

This practical textbook guides learners through applicable mathematical concepts in a non-threatening,
informative way. They are assisted to acquire usable skills for managing themselves
• in everyday life;
• in the workplace, and
• in society.

The user-friendly, communicative text is further supported by relevant graphics and specially selected
illustrations. Added information to broaden the learners’ understanding is presented in the form of
technical tips, hints, interesting facts and a complete word bank.

The 13 units explain and revise important concepts by way of activities based on real-life contexts that
integrate with other Learning Areas and with concepts encountered in earlier years. These activities are
aimed at the development, application, investigation and assessment of knowledge.

This textbook meets the requirements of the curriculum and
the National Curriculum Statements. The outcomes to be
achieved in each module are given to track the learners’
progress. In addition, different cultures are represented in
the text and several disabilities are catered for.

Educators will find the accompanying Teacher’s Guide to be a
valuable asset for planning, teaching, doing remedial work,
and assessing.

grade 12

This series is also
available in Afrikaans.

This Teacher’s Guide is to be used in conjunction with the Learner’s Book,
which is a dynamic and very practical textbook. (The Learner’s Book
applies relevant mathematical concepts to over 100 real-life situations
and themes in an informative yet non-threatening way.)

In the Teacher’s Guide, the teacher is introduced to the FET curriculum,
and the teaching of Mathematical Literacy is reviewed. This is followed
by detailed guidance on assessment in this subject. Next, the discussion
of each of the 13 units includes:

• Suggestions as to individual, pair or group work
• Answers to all activities
• Teaching guidelines
• Unit Outcomes and Learning Outcomes • Assessment and Assessment Standards
• Links to Critical and Developmental Outcomes • Resources and equipment
• Solutions to possible barriers to learning • Career links

The activities are aimed at developing, applying, investigating and assessing both new and prior
knowledge.

The book also contains a year plan, four term tests and their memoranda, a complete glossary and
a formula sheet.

OBE FOR FET MATHEMATICAL LITERACY LEARNER’S PORTFOLIO is designed to make your life
easier. You can present this book as your Learner’s Portfolio! It will help you organise, manage and
present your assessment portfolio by providing:
• An assessment programme and work schedule
• Assessment instruments designed for each task to record your achievements
• Space for recording your own evaluation of your progress (self-assessment)

There is also the OBE FOR FET MATHEMATICAL LITERACY
TEACHER’S PORTFOLIO which can be used to record
learners’assessment records. It has the following features:
• Assessment tasks taken from the OBE For FET Math-

ematical Literacy Grade 12 Learner’s Book
• Templates for calculating learner’s mark for each

assessed task
• Templated for recording, documenting and reporting

assessment evidence.

ISBN Title Authors

978177004309-1 OBE for FET Mathematical Literacy Grade 12 Learner’s Book N Vermeulen • J de Vries • J Andeweg •

978177004310-7 OBE for FET Mathematical Literacy Grade 12 Teacher’s Guide D Mdlalose • E Smallbones

978177004311-4 UGO vir VOO Wiskundige Geletterdheid Graad 12 Leerderboek N Vermeulen • J de Vries • J Andeweg •

978177004312-1 UGO vir VOO Wiskundige Geletterdheid Graad 12 Onderwsyersgids D Mdlalose • E Smallbones

978141540234-4 OBE for FET Mathematical Literacy Grade 12 Learner’s Portfolio and Programme of Assessment M Bowie • E L Llewellyn • N Vermeulen

978141540235-1 OBE for FET Mathematical Literacy Grade 12 Teacher’s Portfolio and Programme of Assessment M Bowie • E L Llewellyn • N Vermeulen
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